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Hindlimb unloading (HU) can cause motion and cognition
dysfunction, although its cellular and molecular
mechanisms are not well understood. The aim of the
present study was to determine the stereological
parameters of the brain areas involved in motion (motor
cortex) and spatial learning –memory (hippocampus) under
an HU condition. Sixteen adult male rats, kept under a
12 : 12 h light–dark cycle, were divided into two groups of
freely moving (n= 8) and HU (n= 8) rats. The volume of
motor cortex and hippocampus, the numerical cell density
of neurons in layers I, II–III, V, and VI of the motor cortex, the
entire motor cortex as well as the primary motor cortex, and
the numerical density of the CA1, CA3, and dentate gyrus
subregions of the hippocampus were estimated. No
significant differences were observed in the evaluated
parameters. Our results thus indicated that motor cortical
and hippocampal atrophy and cell loss may not necessarily

be involved in the motion and spatial learning memory
impairment in the rat. NeuroReport 27:1202–1205
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Introduction
Hindlimb unloading (HU) is a ground-based model to

mimic spaceflight microgravity in animals [1]. This model

reproduces the absence of weight support on hindlimbs.

Under such conditions, motor performance could change

significantly and unloaded animals in comparison with

space flight animals show similar atrophic changes in

their bones and muscles [2]. As movement is mediated

by muscular actions, which in turn are controlled by the

nervous system, impaired movement as a result of HU

could not only be because of changes in the contractile

properties of the muscles but also long-term plastic

changes in the neurons or networks of neurons involved

in locomotor activity [3]. On the basis of the central

effects of HU condition, Langlet et al. [4] reported that

HU significantly decreased the hindlimb representation

(− 61%) on the motor cortex of the rat, suggesting that

motor cortical maps might be more reactive to disuse or

overuse than the somatosensory ones. Furthermore,

perceptions of spatial orientation [5] and spatial learning

and memory changes [6] under microgravity, and the

hippocampus is critical in learning spatial orientation [7]

and spatial cognition [8].

Since stereological parameters of relevant brain regions

are altered by a variety of disorders [9,10] and treatments

[11–14]. Thus, we hypothesized that the HU condition

might exert its unfavorable effects on the motor cortex

and hippocampus by alteration of volume and/or the

numerical density of these structures. Therefore, in the

present study, we estimated the stereological parameters

of the motor cortex and hippocampus in freely moving

rats and under HU.

Methods
The experiment was conducted in the Laboratory Animal

Center and in compliance with the recommendations of

the Animal Care Committee of the Aja University of

Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran. Sixteen randomly selec-

ted adult male Sprague–Dawley rats (200–300 g body

weight) were housed in individual cages under controlled

temperature (22°C), humidity (∼40%), and lighting

(12 : 12 h light–dark cycle) conditions, with free access to

food and water. The rats were divided into two groups

(n= 8/group) of freely moving [control (CTL) group] and

HU (HU group) rats. HU was applied according to Morey-

Holton and Globus [1]. Briefly, the rats were unloaded by

the tail at about a 30° head-down angle to avoid contact of

the hindlimbs with the ground and were allowed to walk

freely on their forelimbs.

Perfusion and tissue preparation
After a period of 14 days of HU, the rats were anesthe-

tized and perfused transcardially with 0.9% saline solu-

tion, followed by 10% buffered formalin. The brains were

immediately removed, weighed, and postfixed in the
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same fixative solution overnight and immersed in 30%

sucrose in PBS for 48 h and then stored at − 80°C until

further processing. Frozen brains were sectioned (30 μm)

serially and coronally using a cryostat (SLEE Medical

GmbH, Mainz, Germany). The sections were transferred

to a 12-well plate containing a cryoprotectant solution at

90 μm intervals (every third section) and stored at − 20°C
until staining. All sections from the 10th well were

mounted on a slide and stained with cresyl violet. Stained

sections were compared with ‘The Rat Brain in

Stereotaxic Coordinates’ atlas [15] to identify the motor

cortex (both the primary and the secondary motor cortex;

anterior–posterior 5.16 to − 3.24 mm from the Bregma)

and with the digital rat hippocampus atlas [16] to identify

the hippocampus (anterior–posterior − 1.72 to − 6.94 mm

from the Bregma).

Stereological studies
Volume of the motor cortex and hippocampus was esti-

mated by the point-counting method using Cavalieri’s

principle [17]. Briefly, a grid of points was laid over the

image of the section on the monitor of a computer and the

points falling on both areas were counted. The reference

volume (Vref) of the motor cortex and the hippocampus

was determined by applying the following formula:

Vref=ΣP× a(p)× d, where the ΣP is the sum of the

number of points (P) counted, a(p) is the area associated

with each point, and d is the distance between two serial

sections. A total of 300–400 points per brain were counted

on each area. We used the ImageJ software (free down-

load software from NIH website; National Institutes of

Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA) and Stereology Tools

macros for generated grids.

The numerical density (Nv) of neurons in layers I, II/III, V,

and VI of the motor cortex, entire motor cortex (all cortical

layers included), and primary motor cortex (M1 also known

as a granular lateral area, all cortical layers included) as well

as the numerical density of neurons in CA1, CA3, and

dentate gyrus (DG) regions of the hippocampus were esti-

mated using the optical dissector technique. Here, the

Nv=ΣQ/(ΣP× a(f)× h) formula was used, where the ΣQ is

the sum of the cells counted from each dissector frame, ΣP is

the sum of the number of dissector frames counted, a(f) is
the known area associated with each dissector frame, and h
is the known distance between two dissector planes as

described previously [17]. An electronic microcator with a

digital readout (MT12; Heidnehain, Traunreut, Germany)

was used to measure the movements in the Z-direction with

a 0.5-μmprecision eclipse microscope (E200; Nikon, Tokyo,

Japan) with a high-numerical-aperture (NA=1.25)×60 oil-

immersion objective at Histomorphometry and Stereology

Research Center, Shiraz University of Medical Sciences,

Shiraz, Iran. The known distance between the two dissector

planes (h) was 15 μm and the counting frame area was

30×30 μm.

The total number of (N) neurons in the motor cortex was

calculated by multiplying the numerical density of the

motor cortex by the volume of the motor cortex

(N=Vref×Nv).

Statistical analysis
Data on body and brain weight, estimated volume,

numerical density, and total neurons showed a normal

distribution as determined by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov

statistic. The parametric t-test was used to compare the

difference between the experimental groups, with the

level of significance set at P value less than 0.05. The

mean ± SEM are reported in the text.

Results
The representative micrographs, stained by cresyl violet in

the motor cortex and the hippocampus of CTL and HU

groups, are shown in Fig. 1. The motor cortex volume,

numerical density of neurons in layers I, II–III, V, and VI of

the motor cortex, the entire motor cortex, the primary motor

cortex, and the total motor cortex neurons were not different

(P>0.05) between the freely moving andHU rats (Table 1).

Similarly, no significant differences were recorded between

the two experimental groups in terms of the hippocampal

volume and the numerical density of CA1, CA3, and dentate

gyrus subregions of the hippocampus (Table 2). The final

body weight of the unloaded rats (227±7 g) was lower

(P=0.003) than that of the control group (284±13 g), but
the brain weight was not affected by the treatment

(1.34±0.07 vs. 1.25±0.07, respectively; P>0.05).

Discussion
In the present study, we investigated the stereological

parameters of the brain areas involved in motion (motor

cortex) and spatial learning memory (hippocampus)

under simulated microgravity. Under the HU condition,

the hindlimbs do not make contact with the ground;

therefore, the force imposed to the hindlimbs is sup-

pressed. In this situation, the cutaneous receptors are not

activated, the sensory input is reduced, and prolonged

bed rest, immobilization, and even spaceflight in humans

can be mimicked [18].

We estimated motor cortex volume, numerical density of

neurons in layers I, II–III, V, and VI of the motor cortex,

the entire motor cortex, the primary motor cortex, and

total motor cortex neurons in hindlimb unloaded and

freely moving rats. As the sections were stained with

cresyl violet and examined under a light microscope, we

omitted the layer IV when estimating the numerical

density of this lamina because previous reports had

shown that particular or targeted investigations may

confirm the structural presence of the lamina IV in the rat

motor cortex [19,20]. It was reported that HU as a non-

traumatic situation considerably affected the cortical

motor map as the hindlimb representation area was

decreased by 61% [4]. In humans, immobilization of
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lower legs had no significant effect on the motor cortex

area size of the tibial anterior muscle within the first days

of immobilization, but there was a significant decrease in

the motor cortex area size for the inactivated muscle after

4–6 weeks of immobilization [21].

The effects of HU, simulated microgravity, or spaceflight

on the learning and memory abilities have been explored

in previous studies. For instance, the HU condition

induced an impairment in learning and memory in rats

evaluated by the spatial learning test using a radial arm

maze [6]. In addition, the perception of spatial orientation

and mental performance could be influenced during

spaceflight [5,22]. In the present study, no significant

differences were observed between HU and CTL groups

on the basis of all evaluated parameters in contrast to

previously reported induced neuronal apoptosis in the

cortex and hippocampus [6] and suppressed neurogenesis

in the hippocampus [23] by the HU condition.

When we analyzed primary motor cortex individually, a

reduction in the numerical density of neurons in HU rats

was much more than that in the entire motor cortex in

comparison with the control group, although this was not

statistically significant (P= 0.089). As M1 represents paw

movements (and presumably also tail, trunk, neck, jaw,

and tongue movements) and the secondary motor cortex

(M2, also known as a granular medial area) represents

entirely and largely exclusively whisker movements [24],

this decrease in neuronal density seems logical. In

Fig. 1
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The representative micrographs (stained by cresyl violet) of the motor cortex and hippocampus in CTL and HU rats: (a) motor cortex in control; (b)
motor cortex in HU; (c) hippocampus in control; (d) hippocampus in HU rat. CTL, control; DG, dentate gyrus; HU, hindlimb unloading; M1, primary
motor cortex; M2, secondary motor cortex.

Table 1 Estimated motor cortex volume and numerical density of
neurons in freely moving (control) and hindlimb unloading rats
housed in a 12 : 12 h light–dark cycle

CTL HU P value

Motor cortex volume (mm3) 46.3 ±1.3 43.4 ± 2.5 0.31
Layer I (103 cell/mm3) 6.6 ±0.3 6.6 ± 0.2 0.77
Layer II–III (103 cell/mm3) 71.6 ±3.6 74.4 ± 4.1 0.61
Layer V (103 cell/mm3) 59.6 ±3.4 52.9 ± 2.4 0.12
Layer VI (103 cell/mm3) 36.0 ±1.2 35.4 ± 1.4 0.75
Entire motor cortex (103 cell/mm3) 66.3 ±4.4 61.3 ± 2.2 0.21
Primary motor cortex (103 cell/mm3) 65.1 ±2.2 56.6 ± 3.94 0.089
Total motor cortex neurons (105) 30.8 ±1.7 26.9 ± 2.5 0.21

Data are expressed as mean ±SEM.
CTL, control; HU, hindlimb unloading.

Table 2 Estimated hippocampus volume and estimated numerical
neuron density in freely moving (control) and hindlimb
unloading rats

CTL HU P value

Hippocampal volume (mm3) 83.6 ±3.8 74.0 ± 3.5 0.09
CA1 (104 cell/mm3) 83.8 ±2.7 81.2 ± 3.1 0.56
CA3 (104 cell/mm3) 52.3 ±3.9 48.4 ± 3.5 0.49
Dentate gyrus (104 cell/mm3) 152.0 ±4.4 161.0 ± 4.0 0.13

Data are expressed as mean ±SEM.
CTL, control; HU, hindlimb unloading.
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addition, on the basis of studies by Schneider et al. [25–
27] the effects found in microgravity could be secondary

effects associated with psychological parameters, espe-

cially stress, which could impact on the motor perfor-

mance and working memory, rather than the primary

physiological effects of microgravity.

In the current investigation, following 14 days of HU, the

mean body weight of HU rats was significantly lower

than that of the control group, which is quite usual under

such conditions [28]. This bodyweight loss might be

because of context stress, although it has been reported

that corticosterones were not elevated significantly after

14 [6] 21 [28] days of unloading.

Our results thus showed that motor cortical and hippo-

campal atrophy and cell loss may not necessarily be

involved in the motion and spatial learning memory

impairment in rats. Determination of stereological para-

meters of other structures such as the striatum and the

cerebellum, which are involved in posture, as well as the

sensorimotor cortex, could be useful. Furthermore,

changes in the motor cortex neural or synaptic morpho-

logy under HU conditions cannot be ignored [29].
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